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SUMMARY

Primary electroencephalographic (EEG) features of
sleep arise in part from thalamocortical neural assem-
blies, and cortical potassium channels have long
been thought to play a critical role.We have exploited
the regionally dynamic nature of sleep EEG to
develop a novel screening strategy and used it to
conduct an adeno-associated virus (AAV)-mediated
RNAi screen for cellular roles of 31 different voltage-
gated potassium channels in modulating cortical
EEG features across the circadian sleep-wake cycle.
Surprisingly, a majority of channels modified only
electroencephalographic frequency bands charac-
teristic of sleep, sometimes diurnally or even in spe-
cific vigilance states. Confirming our screen for one
channel, we show that depletion of the KCa1.1 (or
‘‘BK’’) channel reduces EEG power in slow-wave
sleep by slowing neuronal repolarization. Strikingly,
this reduction completely abolishes transcriptomic
changes between sleep and wake. Thus, our data
establish an unexpected connection between tran-
scription and EEG power controlled by specific
potassium channels. We postulate that additive dy-
namic roles of individual potassium channels could
integrate different influences upon sleep and wake
within single neurons.

INTRODUCTION

Beyond its evident behavioral manifestations, sleep is character-

ized by widespread synchronized electroencephalographic

oscillations of defined frequency: theta (4–8 Hz) during rapid

eye movement sleep (REM-S) and delta and ‘‘slow waves’’

(less than 4 Hz) during non-REM sleep (NREM-S) [1]. Slow-

wave oscillations during NREM-S, comprised of the summed
Cu
electrical potentials of the underlying brain cells, vary markedly

in local fashion [2–4]. They are thought to arise primarily (but

probably not exclusively) from communication across thalamus

and neocortex [5]. Their amount and power are proportional to

time and quality of waking experience, fostering hypotheses

about their recuperative roles for synaptic homeostasis [6], brain

metabolism [7–9], and cellular stress [10, 11]. Thus, although

sleep itself is mostly a global phenomenon, it is widely accepted

that sleep electroencephalogram (EEG) oscillations have local,

use-dependent intensity [3, 12, 13]. Second, in addition time

awake, the circadian clock also regulates sleep. Therefore, a

widely cited theoretical framework for understanding sleep is

the ‘‘two-process model’’ of sleep regulation by circadian and

homeostatic factors [14].

Recently, a number of genetic screens have highlighted spe-

cific proteins playing a role in sleep duration [15–17]. Within

these screens, potassium channels have emerged as key

players in the global regulation of sleep duration. Voltage-depen-

dent potassium currents—which, broadly speaking, modulate

both neuronal resting state potential and repolarization and

therefore both tendency to fire and firing rate—have long been

thought to be critical to oscillatory behavior in general [18] and

to slow-wave sleep in particular [19]. Recent modeling suggests

that calcium-dependent hyperpolarization by potassium cur-

rents could be an important aspect of sleep regulation, and

global knockout of some calcium-dependent potassium chan-

nels alters the total minutes of sleep [15].

A corresponding investigation of the proteins regulating local

EEG manifestations of sleep in freely behaving animals remains

lacking. Presumably, potassium channels would also play an

important role in these local cortical EEG oscillations. However,

with 40 different voltage-gated potassium channels in cortex

alone, their specific local roles remain unexplored.

In this paper, we designed a screen to probe the local impor-

tance of voltage-gated potassium channels to sleep EEG oscilla-

tions across sleep stages and circadian time. By injecting adeno-

associated viruses (AAVs) expressing RNAi short hairpin RNA

(shRNA) targeting these channels, wewere able to reduce issues

of toxicity inherent in total and global depletion of some of these
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essential neuronal components and provide a broad look at their

importance to spectral oscillations during sleep and wake. We

find that members of this large class of channels exert unique

nonredundant effects that vary with different stages of sleep

and at different times of day. We further prove the cellular

importance of these effects for a single channel by showing its

importance for remodeling the cortical transcriptome in wake-

dependent fashion.

RESULTS

AnAAV-Mediated RNAi Screen for Cortical Ion Channels
Important to Sleep EEG
For the current study, we developed an AAV that expressed an

shRNA under control of the neuron-specific CAG promoter, as

well as a tRFP fluorescent marker. Injection of shRNA-contain-

ing virus locally into one parietal cortex and injection of control

virus expressing a scrambled hairpin into the same location

contralaterally resulted in viral cassette expression locally within

maximally 1 mm3 of cortex (centered in layer IV) after several

days. By placing a skull electrode directly above the injection

site, we could then compare EEG frequencies on the two sides

during wake and sleep (Figure 1A). Importantly, comparison of

EEG power spectra for all vigilance states in opposite hemi-

spheres using no or only control viruses showed no significant

differences in spectral power (Figures S1A and S1B) and

92.5%–98.2% similarity in wake and NREM states (Figure S1C).

By contrast, as a positive control, injection of virus overexpress-

ing or reducing expression of Adk2 [20]—encoding adenosine

kinase and previously shown to regulate the intensity of NREM

sleep [21]—increased or decreased local slow wave power as

predicted from studies with global transgenic mice (Figure S1D).

Therefore, we concluded that, at least in principle, local target-

ing of factors important to sleep could produce local differences

in the intensity of slow waves that paralleled those observed in

global transgenic mice.

Next, we developed AAV vectors containing RNAi hairpins tar-

geting cortical potassium channels in two subfamilies, voltage-

gated and calcium-gated, each validated in vitro by transfection

into neuroblastoma N2 cells (Tables S1 and S2). From the 81 de-

signed hairpins, 67 passed the quality control, targeting a total of

31 different potassium channels. These hairpins were used as

the basis for an EEG screen for channels affecting local sleep,

whose workflow is documented in Figure S1E. In brief, after

hairpin design and validation in vitro, hairpins were unihemi-

spherically injected into parietal cortex, along with control viral

injection in the contralateral hemisphere (choice of experimental

hemisphere was varied among mice of each group). EEG data
Figure 1. State- and Frequency-Specific Changes in EEG Power after

(A) Schematic drawing of the AAV2 injection site and localization of electrodes for

expressing tRFP; scale bar, 200 mm.

(B) Dendrograms of cortical voltage-gated and calcium-activated potassium cha

(C–H) Relative EEG power (targeted versus control hemisphere power) for each

vigilance state. Per channel one representative animal is shown here to make sle

classes: generally upregulated (C), generally downregulated (D), circadian chang

no effects (H). y axis, frequency in hertz; x axis, time in hours relative to light onset (

of experimental relative to control hemisphere.

See also Figures S1 and S2 and Tables S1 and S2.
were then plotted as a color map of the magnitude of changes

in EEG spectral intensity in experimental hemisphere relative to

control hemisphere for each channel and frequency bin over

24 h, with warm colors representing increases and cold

colors decreases in the experimental hemisphere (Figures 1C–

1H). As suggested by control experiments (Figures S1A and

S1B), all the effects we report have resulted from changes in

experimental and not control hemispheres; corresponding

paired maps of absolute intensity for single representative

mice can be found on Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.

2653232, under supplementary item 1; single mice are depicted

in order to match EEG power to the timing of sleep stages,

unique to each mouse).

Overall, four groups of phenotypes could be identified: (1)

channels that, when depleted, globally increased or decreased

EEG power across all frequency bands (Figures 1C and 1D;

such a result is consistent with a large literature about the

role of potassium channels in regulation of neuronal oscilla-

tions) [22]; (2) channels that induced changes varying with

respect to time of day or environmental light (Figure 1E),

i.e., in which the left half of the relative power diagram is

colored differently from the right half; (3) frequency-band-

dependent effects (Figure 1F), where diagrams appeared

vertically different (consistent with the cortical location of

our depletions, these frequency-dependent effects were

dominated by slow-wave-specific effects, because these fre-

quencies are thought to arise primarily from a thalamocortical

circuit) [23]; and (4) channels with changes of spectral power

relative to vigilance state (Figure 1G), visible by the striped

appearance of these relative diagrams. These phenotypic cat-

egories were not mutually exclusive, and many channels

screened showed elements of one or more categories.

Perhaps surprisingly, however, the smallest class was that

with no major effects (Figure 1H).

The BK Channel Locally Regulates Cortical Sleep
Slow-Wave Intensity
Supporting the validity of our experimental design, one class of

channels that our screen identified as having effects upon oscil-

lation is the Shaker family, shown previously to regulate sleep

in both flies and mice [24, 25]. The related members of this

family, like Kv1.1 or Kv1.2, had widespread effects across

many oscillatory frequencies, but not specifically slow waves

per se (Figures 2A and 2B).

Nevertheless, our screen also uncovered specific channel

classes that preferentially regulate slow-wave oscillations, sug-

gesting for the first time which channels might play roles in regu-

lating regional NREM sleep depth. Among the most prominent in
Depletion of Specific Ion Channels in Mouse Cortex

EEG recordings on the mouse cortex. Inset, representative virally infected area

nnel subfamilies screened.

channel over 24 h at baseline conditions plotted in 5-min bins, normalized per

ep-stage-dependent changes apparent. Screen results can be grouped into 6

es (E), spectral band-dependent changes (F), vigilance state dependent (G), or

black bar shows times of darkness); color scale, log2 fold-change of EEG power
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Figure 2. Local Depletion of 4 Ion Channels Indi-

cates Family-Specific Functions

(A) Normalized fold changes of total spectral power for

local knockdown of Kv1.1 and Kv1.2, plotted as log2

(spectral power at hairpin site relative to spectral power

at control site) over 24 h. Data are plotted in 5-min bins

for one representative animal, and the corresponding

hypnogram is shown below. Relative EEG data are

normalized per vigilance state. Color scale and axes are

as in Figure 1.

(B) Summed absolute delta power in all states for 12 h

light, 12 h dark, and 24 h total for Kv1.1 (left) and Kv1.2

(right). Open bars, hemisphere injected with small

interfering RNA (siRNA) AAV; solid bars, control hemi-

sphere.

(C) Same as (A) but depicting KCa1.1 and KCa2.1.

(D) Same as (B) but depicting KCa1.1 and KCa2.1.

Plotted are means ± SEM; n = 3–6; ANOVA to test

effects of the local ablation on total summed delta

power; F(1,30) = 23.77; significant for KCa1.1 with p =

3.3 3 10�5; *p = 0.0019; unpaired Student’s t test.

See also Figure S2.
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this class were calcium-dependent potassium channels (KCa

channels) KCa1.1 and KCa2.1. Suppression of those channels

selectively reduced EEG power at lower frequencies more than

at other frequency ranges independent of vigilance state and,

in the case of KCa1.1, at all times of day (Figures 2C, 2D, 3A,

and 3B). Importantly, EEG power of the local KCa1.1 knockdown

showed no significant changes for other EEG spectral ranges.

The KCa1.1 channel—the voltage-gated, calcium-regulated,

large-conductance potassiumchannel, or ‘‘Big K’’ channel, here-

after called ‘‘BK’’—has been shown previously to regulate circa-

dian spontaneous action potentials in the suprachiasmatic nuclei

[26, 27], thereby increasing rodent activity during thedaytime and

decreasing activity at night. Moreover, mathematical modeling

and global mouse knockout studies have suggested a role for

BK in controlling total sleep time [15, 19]. To rule out the possibil-

ity that the effects we observed of BK depletion upon slow-wave

frequencies were dependent upon changed circadian activity as

reported previously in global and suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN)-

specific BK�/� mice [26, 28], we first verified that mouse activity
4 Current Biology 29, 1–10, September 23, 2019
and global sleep structure (minutes per unit

time at different times of day) were unchanged

(demonstrated already in Figure S1C and also

true for all channels screened). This would be

expected, because our injections were limited

to a very small cortical region. Second, we

examined slow wave power at six different

times of day and demonstrated the same

slow wave-specific reduction in power at

all circadian times (Figure S2A). Finally, we

demonstrated pharmacologically the same

local EEG effects: we locally inhibited

KCa1.1 channels using iberiotoxin injected at

ZT2 in the same location as during the viral

screen (Figure S2B) and could observe the

same sleep-specific reduction in total EEG

delta power following injection (Figure S2C).

Thus, multiple independent lines of evidence
support the hypothesis that KCa1.1 channels can regulate

slow-waveEEG frequencies locally in the cortex, specifically dur-

ing sleep and independently of the circadian clock.

BK–/– Mice Show Reduced Slow-Wave Power
We confirmed the idea that these EEG changes were KCa1.1

(i.e., BK)-driven by using a global mouse BK�/� knockout model

[29]. As in the case of local RNAi-based or pharmacological

depletion of BK activity, slow-wave power was reduced in both

parietal and frontal derivations of BK�/� mice (Figure 3C). This

phenotype was observed at all circadian times (Figure S3A).

Consistent with the lower slow-wave power, NREM sleep epi-

sodes were also more fragmented (Figures S3B and S3C).

We next examined the effects of BK deficiency after a 4-h

sleep deprivation by gentle handling at the time of light onset,

when rodents would normally choose to sleep. A reduction in

slow-wave power relative to control littermates was observed

in both baseline conditions and after sleep deprivation (Figures

3C, 3D, and S3A). However, the increase in slow-wave power
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Figure 3. Disturbed Homeostatic Sleep in BK-

Deficient Mice

(A) 24-h time course of absolute total delta power for

local KCa1.1 knockdown; mean ± SEM (indicated by

shading); n = 6.

(B) Relative spectrogram for local KCa1.1 knockdown

(target relative to control), summed across the 12-h

light period for each vigilance state (means ± SEM;

n = 6; *p = 0.0154 [WAKE]; p = 9.02 3 10�6 [NREM-S];

p = 0.003 [REM-S]; unpaired Student’s t test for delta;

post hoc Bonferroni correction).

(C) Spectral power in parietal and frontal EEG deriva-

tions during NREM sleep under normal (baseline) con-

ditions at ZT4–6 in BK�/� global knockout animals (red

lines) and wild-type BK+/+ controls, as a percentage of

24 hmean power, for frontal (Fro) and parietal (Par) EEG

derivation. Line marks delta frequency range (<4 Hz);

*p = 0.0039; **p = 0.0003.

(D) Identical to (C) but at ZT4–6 during recovery sleep

after 4-h (ZT0–4) sleep deprivation; *p = 1.1 3 10�4;

**p = 7.7 3 10�7; BK�/� n = 5; BK+/+ n = 6.

(E) Decay in slow wave activity (SWA) in NREM sleep

after 4 h sleep deprivation. Each time point is ex-

pressed as the difference BK�/� minus wild-type (WT)

(2-h bins for each time point and animal; BK�/� n = 5;

BK+/+ n = 6; regression slope p = 0.008; t = �2.73).

(F) Schematic drawing of multiunit array and EEG

electrode placement. Note: both LFP signals and single

and multiunit waveforms were obtained from multi-

electrode array (MEA) electrodes. The coronal section

shows the local distribution of AAV infection, as visu-

alized by its tRFP marker. Scale bar, 400 mm.

(G) Cumulative sum of normalized firing rate per 4-s

epoch for the 2-h recording; n = 4 animals; Kruskal-

Wallis test Chi2 = 5.84; p = 0.0157; df = 1. Firing rate

was normalized to the mean firing rate per animal.

See also Figures 4, S2, and S3.
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thatBK�/�mice experienced as a result of sleep deprivation was

much less (Figures 3D and S4A). Second, during recovery NREM

sleep after sleep deprivation, slow-wave power returned to

baseline levels in both wild-type (BK+/+) and BK�/� mice, but

the two groups returned to baseline at different rates (Figure 3E).

These results suggest specific dysregulation of homeostatic

sleep—loosely speaking, a slowed accumulation and dissipation

of ‘‘sleep pressure’’—in BK-deficient mice.

Local Depletion of BK Channels in the Cortex Reduces
Firing Frequency during Slow Waves
The exact circuit responsible for the generation of EEG slow

waves remains controversial: although a widely accepted model

from Steriade and colleagues suggests a thalamocortical circuit

[30], nevertheless a cortical slab [31, 32] or even a plate of

cultured neurons [33] can show slow-wave oscillatory activity.

Common among these models, at a cellular level, EEG slow

waves are reflective of synchronous underlying oscillations of
C

bursting and quiescence in the neurons

contributing to the EEG signal [34]. Therefore,

to try to understand better the cellular effects

of BK depletion, we examined the firing rate

and spike profile across time of individual

neurons during local RNAi depletion of BK
(Figure 3F), implanting a single shank array with 16 electrodes

per hemisphere in columnar fashion across the cortex. Impor-

tantly, in this experiment, local field potential (LFP) shows the

same slow-wave-specific reduction in frequency observed in

EEG in previous figures (Figure S4B). Next, examining the distri-

bution of firing frequencies of individual computer-sorted ‘‘units’’

(presumably representing individual or highly similar neurons),

wedemonstrated that the overall firing rate is reduced (Figure 3G;

Kruskal-Wallis; Chi2 = 5.84; p = 0.0157; df = 1) and, consistent

with this, that the interspike-interval distribution (ISI) was shifted

rightward toward longer intervals (Figure S4C; p = 1.2 3 10�8;

Wilcoxon rank test). Thus, one principal contributor to the reduc-

tion in slow-wave EEG upon BK depletion is the reduction in

firing frequency during the ‘‘active’’ period of each EEG slow

wave. At the same time, we could rule out the effects of syn-

chrony among cells by aligning the spiking data with their relative

electrode location in the cortex, comparing LFP and unit activity

(Figures S4D and S4E). Thus, although defined cortical cell types
urrent Biology 29, 1–10, September 23, 2019 5
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Figure 4. BK Activity Is Necessary for Sleep-

Wake-Dependent Transcriptional Changes

(A) Heatmap of transcripts showing altered expres-

sion after 4 h sleep deprivation relative to baseline,

either in BK�/� mice or their wild-type littermates

(q = 0.05; fold change > 2).

(B) Heatmap of genes whose expression is altered in

BK�/� mice compared to their wild-type littermates,

either at baseline or after sleep deprivation (q = 0.05,

fold change > 2).

(C) GO terms enriched for sleep versus sleep

deprivation and WT/BK�/�. Left: terms reduced

during sleep are shown. Right: terms reduced during

wake are shown. x axis, negative log p value for

significance; circle size, percentage of genes

affected in category. Similar categories are colored

commonly; y axis is arbitrarily arranged for ease of

reading. Data for this graph are listed in Data S1.

(D) Protein expression of two markers for inhibitory

(GABA a 1) and excitatory (SynGap1) synapses at

ZT4 after SD in a representative cortical staining is

shown; 603 magnification; scale bar, 20 mm.

(E) Quantification of the relative cluster area (diam-

eter of 0.1–1.5 mm2) for GABAa1 staining. Student’s

t test; p = 0.0013; Bonferroni correction; n = 3

animals/genotype, 6–12 regions of interest (ROIs)

per animal.

(F) Quantification for SynGAP1 staining for clusters

between 0.1 and 4 mm2; n = 3 animals/genotype,

3 ROIs per animal; Student’s t test; p = 0.0071;

Bonferroni correction.

See also Figure S4 and Data S2.
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certainly contribute in specific ways to the slow-wave oscillation

circuit (reviewed in [5, 23]), the fundamental effect of BK channel

depletion upon EEG is likely a cell-autonomous one that slows

firing rate, as has been demonstrated electrophysiologically in

other studies [35–38].

BK Channel Ablation Suppresses Sleep/Wake-
Dependent Transcriptomic Changes
Both in our local RNAi study and in the global BK knockout, total

effects upon sleep and slow-wave power remain relatively

modest. Therefore, we next set out to characterize the cellular

consequences of BK depletion. Homeostatic sleep pressure

has been defined not only classically by the accumulation and

dissipation of slow waves [39] but also more recently by tran-

scriptomic changes in cortical neurons, including effects upon

immediate early genes, heat shock genes, and effectors of syn-

aptic plasticity, like Arc, Bdnf, and Homer1a [10, 11, 40]. We
6 Current Biology 29, 1–10, September 23, 2019
performed deep sequencing of transcripts

from cortex of wild-type and knockout

mice under baseline conditions 4 h after

light onset, during normal sleep (BL) (ZT4)

or after 4 h of sleep deprivation (SD) during

the same interval (ZT4).

Surprisingly, the transcriptional signa-

ture of sleep deprivation was not merely

attenuated but virtually abolished: sleep

deprivation results in dramatic transcrip-

tomic changes in wild-type mice but virtu-
ally no changes in BK�/� mice (Figure 4A). Viewed another

way, there are virtually no differences in the cortical transcrip-

tome of BK�/� mice relative to wild-type under control condi-

tions, but dramatic changes become visible as soon as the

mouse is sleep deprived (Figure 4B).

We compared the set of genes showing changes in response

to sleep deprivation and genotype (Data S1) and found a binary

partition of these effects: terms entirely associated with synaptic

components and activity were reduced during prolonged wake,

and classes related to translation and cellular energy restoration

were reduced during sleep (Figure 4C; listed in Data S1). Thus,

the slow-wave impairment of BK mice translated roughly

speaking into synapses that did not replenish cellular stores—

or at least did not induce transcription of genes associated

with these activities—during the sleep phase and did not

induce synaptic changes as readily during the waking phase.

The reduced synaptic components were evenly spread over
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ontology terms associated with excitatory and inhibitory neuro-

transmission: collectively, we obtained Gene Ontology (GO):

0045202 synapse, false discovery rate (FDR) 5.44 3 10�5, GO:

0045211 postsynaptic membrane, FDR 1.17 3 10�6, GO:

0030425 dendrite, FDR 3.753 10�6, GO: 0014069 postsynaptic

density, FDR 4.6 3 10�4, but when comparing alterations in

expression of transcripts encoding proteins at inhibitory synap-

ses versus excitatory ones [41–43], we found FDR = 0.9, sug-

gesting that lack of BK function impacts upon both synaptic

types.

These transcriptomic differences could be confirmed by

immunohistochemistry. Staining for two postsynaptic marker

genes—the inhibitory channel GABA-A a1 and SynGAP1, a high-

ly abundant Ras GTPase regulating AMPA receptor trafficking

[44]—we found reduced expression of both after sleep depriva-

tion, localized in fewer synaptic speckles (Figures 4D–4F). Thus,

BK channel activity is necessary to generate sufficient slow-

wave amplitude during sleep and completely required to direct

associated sleep-wake-dependent transcriptomic changes con-

trolling synaptic composition.

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we exploited dynamic regional modulation of the

sleep-wake EEG to develop an economical strategy for forward

genetic screening and employed it to identify cortical potassium

channels important to the regional EEG signature of sleep. Our

novel screening method is adaptable to any class of molecule

and uses local RNAi-based targeting to compare EEG signatures

of sleep simultaneously in two cortical regions (one targeted and

one control region). In this way, the local cortical contribution of a

given molecule to EEG signatures of sleep can be isolated from

possible global modulation by the same channels in other brain

regions or from EEG changes arising from alterations in sleep

structure (i.e., the minutes spent in any given sleep state).

In this study, we employ our novel screening method to look

at cortical voltage- and calcium-gated potassium channels,

by far the most complex and least-understood class of ion

channels in the brain. A large number of voltage-dependent

and voltage-and-calcium-dependent potassium channels are

expressed in cortex, and inhibition or knockout of individual

channels in mousemodels have produced a wealth of brain phe-

notypes ranging from development [45] to epilepsy [46] to sleep

[25, 47, 48], as well as renal [49], cardiac [50], and smooth mus-

cle abnormalities [51]. Because these channels generally regu-

late neuronal excitability, they might play an important role in

regulating synchronous oscillatory firing during sleep [22, 52].

In vitro, manipulating excitability regulates the propensity of neu-

rons to enter into slow-wave oscillations [31, 33]. Supporting

this idea, the principal outcome of multiple Drosophila reverse

genetic screens for molecular components important to sleep

has been voltage-gated potassium channels or their regulators

(e.g., Sleepless and Shaker) [24, 53]. What has remained uncer-

tain, however, is the degree of specificity that they might

possess.

Surprisingly, we find that different channel subtypes

contribute in frequency-, time-, and sleep-stage-specific fashion

to EEG features of sleep at a local level. Themajority of the chan-

nels that we screened affected EEG oscillations broadly across
all frequencies, including channels with proven effects upon

sleep like those of the Shaker family. However, a subset of chan-

nels affected particular frequency bands, vigilance states, or

circadian times. Some of the ‘‘hits’’ in our screen are even

thought to be electrically silent, such as the Kv6 and Kv10

families [54, 55]. Thus, on a general level, our screen suggests

unsuspected complexity in the regulation of the activity of these

channels. Such control could be imposed in a variety of ways,

including channel expression, trafficking, post-translational

modification, and control by other subunits.

As a model system to understand how channels uncovered in

our screen might control the cellular physiology of sleep and

wake, we focused upon one channel identified, the BK channel

(KCa1.1 or KCNMA1), whose depletion affected primarily slow-

wave frequencies in our experiments. Calcium-activated potas-

sium current was predicted to be important to slow waves more

than 20 years ago [19], and the BK channel has also been shown

recently to modulate sleep duration by calcium-dependent hy-

perpolarization [15], as well as to control output from SCN neu-

rons [28, 56, 57]. In this paper, we demonstrate that BK channels

regionally control the intensity of slow-wave oscillations in freely

moving animals. Electrophysiologically, this is not surprising:

others have shown that this channel probably helps to repolarize

neurons after action potentials, supporting the afterhyperpolari-

zation phase by which inactivated voltage-dependent Na+ and

Ca2+ channels are reactivated [35]. Thus, it modulates interspike

intervals [36] as we show and alters the propensity of individual

neurons to enter into bistable oscillations [37, 38]. Globally, we

show that BK depletion causes a change in the rate of recovery

from sleep deprivation—i.e., changes in the rate of accumulation

and dissipation of homeostatic sleep pressure within the two-

process model for sleep regulation [39].

Depletion or deletion of BK channels resulted in moderate re-

ductions specifically in regional slow-wave power. However, our

transcriptomic dataset showed a much more dramatic result:

almost total suppression of sleep-wake-dependent transcrip-

tional changes in cortex. This suppression classed neatly into

two categories: a reduction of metabolic changes during sleep

and a reduction of synaptic changes during wake. These

included components of both inhibitory and excitatory synapses,

an effect that we could verify by immunohistochemistry. In an

equilibrium situation across vigilance states, less firing in turn

requires less inhibition, so BK channels might be important inter-

mediaries in sleep-wake-dependent synaptic scaling. However,

many aspects of this idea remain to be elucidated. For example,

the specific neuronal circuitry that the BK channel modifies (i.e.,

the circuitry generating slow waves) remains unknown. We

divided our detected units into putative pyramidal cells and inter-

neurons by comparing firing peak widths and peak-to-trough

ratios [58]. Effects were observed across all peak widths (Figures

S4E–S4G), suggesting that BK loss affects firing of both types

of neurons in the same cellular way; however, which specific

neurons are necessary and sufficient for slow wave oscillations

in the first place remains unaddressed. Moreover, recent work

suggests that BK channels might also directly regulate gene

expression via calcium signaling [52], suggesting another

possible mechanism for transcriptomic modifications (NB: our

transcriptomic results are derived from BK�/� mice, leaving

open the further possibility that cortical transcriptome changes
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could also be regulated indirectly by BK channels in other brain

nuclei).

Overall, our screen shows a surprisingly complex and tempo-

rally specific influence of potassium channels on the cortical

sleep EEG, as well as considerable cortical control of the sleep

transcriptome by potassium channel subtypes controlling

them. Because the effects of different channels upon membrane

potential would be additive, such diversity would provide an

ideal mechanism for a diversity of influences—environmental,

circadian, and metabolic—to exert independent effects upon

the sleep-wake cycle at a cellular level.
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Guinea Pig polyclonal anti-GABA-A a1 Laboratory of J-M Fritschy, UZH N/A

Rabbit polyclonal anti-SynGap1 ThermoFisher RRID: PA1-046

Bacterial and Virus Strains

NEB 10-beta Competend E.coli New England Biolabs C3019I

AVV2-shRNA-tRPF (see Table S1) This paper N/A

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

Iberiotoxin ANAWA PB0147 Batch 0147PB/10

Critical Commercial Assays

ViraBind AAV Purification Kit CellBiolabs VPK140

Deposited Data

EEG traces screen, raw and scored data This paper https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2653232

RNaseq data, raw data set1 This paper GEO: GSE132075

RNaseq data, raw data set2 This paper GEO: GSE130276

Experimental Models: Cell Lines

HEK293T ATCC ATCC: CRL-3216; RRID: CVCL_0063

Neuroblastoma 2A ATCC ATCC: CCL-131; RRID: CVCL_0470

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Mus musculus: C57Bl6/j Jackson Laboratories 000664

Mus musculus: BK-SV129/C57BL6 [29] N/A

Oligonucleotides

shRNA oligos (see Table S1) This paper N/A

Oligo targets (see Table S1) This paper N/A

Recombinant DNA

Plasmid: pCMV-luc Laboratory of Steven A. Brown, UZH N/A

Plasmid: pAVV2-shRNA-tRPF This paper N/A

Plasmid: pDG Laboratory of Cornel Fraefel, UZH N/A

Software and Algorithms

MATLAB MathWorks R2018b

ImageJ ImageJ 1.48J

Plexon Offline Sorter Plexon V4.3.1

NeuroExplorer Neuroexplorer https://www.neuroexplorer.com/

MultiChannel Suit (Data Acquisition and

Analysis Software)

MultiChannelSystems V4.6.2

edgeR (Version 3.8.2), BioConductor http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/

bioc/html/edgeR.html

RUVseq [59] https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/

bioc/html/RUVSeq.html
LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Steven A.

Brown (steven.brown@pharma.uzh.ch). Plasmids and AAVs generated in this study are available from the lead contact.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All experiments were conducted with the approval of relevant veterinary authorities in Switzerland and Germany. BK channel a-sub-

unit-deficient mice (BK�/�) were generated and maintained as described [29]. Litter-matched WT and BK�/� mice of male gender
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with hybrid SV129/C57BL6 background (always F2 generation) were used.Micewere housed in a standard 12:12 L:D cycle, in normal

cages prior to surgery, and then in open-top cages with counterbalanced swivel-attached cables during and between sleep record-

ings. Animals used for RNaseq experiments were 20 ± 2.7 (WT, n = 8) and 21.3 ± 3.2 (BK�/�, n = 8) weeks old at the time of harvesting.

METHOD DETAILS

Surgeries
In general, methods used here mirror those in [21]. Cortical injections for the AAV screen were conducted with C57Bl6 mice,

3-4 months of age. The sleep phenotyping for the BK mutants were at the time of surgery 29.2 ± 10.5 weeks (littermate WT mice

(n = 6)) and 20 ± 14.8 (BK�/� mice (n = 5)) weeks old. For the multiunit recordings 6 adult C57Bl6 mice were implanted bilaterally

with a 16- channel 1-shank silicon probe (NeuroNexus, A1x16-3mm-100-177) 2mm anterior of lambda, +/� 1.5mm lateral to midline,

with a depth of 1.5mm. A reference electrode was placed over the cerebellum, an additional ground electrode was place in the

frontal lobe. The animal was given 2ug/gr Dexamethansone (s.c) over 27h starting 24h post-surgery. To prevent local inflammation,

100mg/kg. Ceftriaxone were administered i.v. during surgery along with the appropriate analgesia. To prevent systemic inflamma-

tion, the animals was given 100mg/ml Enrofloxacin (Baytril) over 7 days in the drinking water. For all sleep recordings mice were kept

in Macrolon cages (36x20x35cm) with food and water ad libitum and maintained in a 12h light-dark cycle (light onset 07.00 AM). For

the EEG recordings, mice were implanted epidurally with gold-plated miniature screws (0.9mm diameter) under constant isoflurane

inhalation anesthesia. Analgesia was given i.p. at 0.1mg/kg. during the surgery. The screws were placed in the right frontal (1.5mm

anterior to bregma, 2mm lateral to the midline) and right parietal hemisphere (2mm posterior to bregma and 3mm lateral of the

midline). For the local depletion experiments both deviations were placed in the parietal cortex (2mm posterior to bregma and

3mm lateral of the midline) on both hemispheres. The reference was placed over the cerebellum (2mm posterior to lambda on the

midline). Two gold wires (0.2mm diameter) were inserted bilaterally in the neck muscle for EMG recordings. The screws were

connected to stainless steel wires and fixed on the skull with acrylic dental cement. All animals were tethered to a swivel throughout

the experiment. Where appropriate, prior to electrode implantation 400-600nl of purified AAV (see below) dissolved in phosphate

buffered saline (PBS, pH7.4) was infused at a rate of 50-200nl/min. Virus containing functional RNAi hairpin was infused on one

side, and control virus on the other. The animals were allowed to recover for 4 to 7 days before any further handling.

Data Acquisition and Analysis
Sleep recordings were conducted in 24-hour periods under standard light:dark conditions. Sleep deprivation experiments were con-

ducted for 4h starting at light onset (i.e., ZT0-4), using gentle handling [60] to keep animals awake without stress. The EEG and EMG

signals for the local depletion experiments were amplified (amplification factor, �2000), filtered (high pass filter: –3 dB at 0.016 Hz;

low pass filter: –3 dB at 40 Hz) sampled with 512 Hz, digitally filtered [EEG: low pass finite impulse response (FIR) filter, 25 Hz; EMG:

bandpass FIR filter, 20–50 Hz or 10-30Hz], and stored with a resolution of 128 Hz. The EEG power spectra were computed for 4 s

epochs by a Fast Fourier transform routine. Adjacent 0.25 Hz bins were averaged into 0.5 Hz (0.25–5 Hz) and 1.0 Hz (5.25–25 Hz)

bins. Before each recording, the EEG and EMG channels were calibrated with a 10 Hz, 300 mV peak-to-peak sine wave. Vigilance

states (NREM, REM and wake) were visually determined, as previously documented by offline visual inspection of the EEG and

EMG signals. Epochs containing artifacts in one derivation were excluded from spectral analysis of both EEG derivations. Vigilance

state determination for the screen was done on a semiautomated basis using SleepSign (Kissey Comtech). The initial 2h of the base-

line recording were taken to set up a logic file. For each animal, the logic file was adjusted individually and kept constant for the whole

scoring. Scorings were visually corrected based on spot-check inspection. Data analyses and statistics were performed using the

MATLAB software package (MathWorks), using the methods of [60] and [61]. Differences were tested post hoc by parametric

statistical tests. Where necessary, p values were Bonferroni-corrected. The suggested 4 groups of results were classified by visual

inspection. The following parameters were applied: a channel was categorized as generally UP or Down when more than 2/3 of all

frequencies over 24h showed an increase or decrease of more than 1x log2 fold change. A channel as categorized as circadian when

a spectral bandwas changed differently in the first 12h than in the second 12h. A channel was categorized as frequency band specific

when over 24h the change of the frequency band was constant. A channel was categorized as vigilance state dependent when the

changes in relative spectral power correlated with the underlying hypnogram. Several channels fulfill more than one criterion, the

grouping is only intended to help visualization of the data.

Multi unit and LFP recordings
For multiunit activity (MUA) mice were recorded repeatedly for 2h starting at ZT1. The raw signal was sampled with 32kHz, highpass

filtered at 500Hz, amplified and digitized using Multichannel Systems. The LFP signal was down sampled to 100Hz and bandpass

filtered between 0.5-40Hz and. Spikes were detected based on voltage threshold (+/� 4 SD of the mean) and sorted based on

PCA and sorted using the valley seeking method using the Plexon offline sorter. Units with low signal-to-noise ratio (< 10:1) were

excluded. The researchers were blind to the experimental condition during the spike sorting.

AAV vector design
The AAVs used in the screen were all produced in-house employing BL2 safety procedures and a custom-designed vector. First, we

cloned the RFP (Red Fluorescent Protein) and the RNAi hairpin-MIR30 insertion site from the pTRIPZ vector (GE Healthcare) into the
e2 Current Biology 29, 1–10.e1–e3, September 23, 2019
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pAAV-CAG backbone (gift from D.Boison, Neurology, Legacy Health, Portland). The pTRIPZ was cut with AgeI/MluI and the resulting

1.1kbp fragment was ligated into the blunted pAAV-CAG (EcoRV/ XhoI). In this vector, the hairpin insertion sites are between EcoRI

and XhoI and flanked by MIR30 sequences. We called this new AAV backbone pAAV-CAG-tRFP-shRNA in the subsequent text. For

the design of RNAi hairpins, we followed guidelines from TheRNAi Consortium (Broad Institute ofMIT andHarvard). We cloned 2 hair-

pins per gene of interest in two separate plasmids. All hairpin sequences used are listed in Table S1. The AAVs used for local ADK

manipulation (Gift from D. Boison) are described in [20].

AAV Production
AAVs were produced according to protocols from Cell Biolabs. All AAVs used in the screen were serotype 2 AAVs. Briefly, pAAV-

CAG-tRFP-shRNA was co-transfected with pDG (gift from C. Fraefel, Virology Department, University of Zurich) into HEK cells

and harvested 48-72h later. The AAV particle was purified and concentrated with the kit from CellBiolabs (VPK140) and stored in

PBS at�80�C in 10ul aliquots. Functional titer was established in HEK cells. Briefly, HEK cells were infectedwith 10ul of concentrated

virus in a 96-well plate; the virus was spun down onto the cells and left in the supernatant for 90min. 24h later, RFP expression levels

of each infection was measured by fluorescence detection in an ELISA plate reader.

To test the knockdown efficiency, shRNA plasmids were co-transfected with a CMVluc-target plasmid in NB2 (Neuroblastoma2

(ATCC number: CCL-131) [62],). Remaining luciferase activity was assessed after 48h. The CMVluc-target plasmid contained

500 to 800bp of suspected target region (Table S2).

The viral spread in vivo was assessed post mortem by visual inspection. On average, the spread was between 0.5 and 1um3, with

its center in cortical layer IV.

RNA extraction and transcriptome analysis
Brains for transcriptomics were harvested four hours after light onset (ZT4) under baseline conditions and after sleep deprivation

(N = 4, per condition). The tissue was immediately snap-frozen for later processing. RNA extraction was done with the RNAeasy

Mini kit from QIAGEN with subsequent DNaseI treatment. Deep-sequencing and transcriptomic analysis (Gene Enrichment

Data S1, raw data Data S2) was done at the Functional Genomic Center Zurich (FGCZ). The raw reads were first cleaned by removing

adaptor sequences and trimming low quality ends. Sequence alignment of the resulting high-quality reads to the Mouse reference

genome (build mm10) and quantification of gene level expression was carried out using RSEM (Version 1.2.19). The R software

package from Bioconductor, edgeR (Version 3.8.2), was used to assess the statistical significance of differences in gene expression.

Genes showing altered expression with adjusted p value < 0.05 (Benjamini and Hochberg method) were considered as differentially

expressed. RUVseq (Remove Unwanted Variation in RNA seqData) data analysis was carried out as described in [59], k valuewas set

at 3. Datasets have been deposited in GEO (GEO: GSE132075 and GSE130276).

Immunofluorescence
Animals were perfused with ACSF according to the procedure of [63] at ZT4 under baseline conditions and after sleep deprivation.

Coronal sections (50um diameter) were stained for GABA-A a1 receptor subunits (polyclonal, raised in Guinea Pig, gift of J.M

Fritschy, 1:20’000) or SynGAP1 (Thermo Fisher, PA1-046, polyclonal) and imaged using a Zeiss LSM700 confocal microscope at

40x magnification, the exposure time and intensity was kept identical for both genotypes. Quantification of GABA or SynGAP1-

containing puncta was conducted using the ImageJ platform and homemade routines [64], briefly, wild-type littermates were

used to establish a threshold level for fluorescence intensity and speckle size. For each animal the whole picture frame was counted

blinded, puncta at the edges were excluded.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

If not indicated differently in the STAR Methods, the BioStats Package from MATLAB (R2018b) was used for all statistical analysis.

Statistical details, such as statistical test, aswell as precise n, p and F values for each experiment can be found in the figure legends. If

not indicated differently, mean and standard error of the mean (sem) are used.

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

The data generated in this study are available at GEO (transcriptomics, GEO: GSE132075 and GSE130276) or Zenodo (EEG record-

ings as MATLAB files and supplementary figure depicting raw spectral data, https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2653232). All MATLAB

code generated for this study is available upon request from the lead contact (Steven A. Brown, steven.brown@pharma.uzh.ch).
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